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same history in every religion. The ignorant Moslems
vow to the wely directly ? In the belief that he may turn from
them some evil directed against them by God himself.
In any case the welies are sought in time of trouble. If
there were no trouble, so naively argues the peasant, there
would be no need of the welies. To the shrines flock bar-
ren women, yearning for children, and there are brought
the sick, the paralytic, and the possessed or insane to receive
direct benefit from the holy influence of the welies whose
spirits are supposed to inhabit the shrines. So deeply im-
bedded is the cult that, notwithstanding the teaching of the
'tilama, shrines are even found connected with mosques,
sometimes occupying the chief place. Even at the great
mosque at Damascus, where the three shrines are subsid-
iary, people fulfil their vows of sheep by slaughtering these
at the north side of the court around the pool. Official
Islam recognizes sacrifices on but two occasions: first on
the third day of the Mecca pilgrimage, when bloody sacri-
fices commemorative of Abraham's consent to offer op his
son are permitted, not only at Mtina, but all through the
Mohammedan world;1 and, in the second place, on the
birth of a child, when it is incumbent on the parent to offer
a dedicatory and eucharistic animal sacrifice. Sacrifices,
however, play an important though unauthorized rdle in
the payment of vows at shrines. The placing of the blood
upon the forehead of the one on behalf of whom the vow is
made, indicating to Dr. Curtiss a substitutionary character
lacking in the above instances, appears to be confined, as a
rule, to the rural districts; the "sacrifices'* in the towns tak-
ing more the form of alms given to the poor.2
1	See p. 222.
2	The latest note-books of Dr. Curtiss contain additional material
touching on these questions, which he did not live to systematize.
The whole subject of "sacrifice" in Arabic-speaking lands is compli-
cated by the fact that the same verb ^£ is used both for ceremonial
killing and for the ordinary killing of animals by the butcher; and that
the same noun aLs^D is used for an animal killed for food and for a
slain offering.   In lands where meat does not form part of the daily

